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SUMMARY 
A method is proposed for elicitinq conjugate prior 
distributions from an analyst for binomial and multinomial 
sampling schemes. The method, called PM elicitation, is based on 
the mode, and the region around the mode, of the predictive 
distribution of potential observations. Results are presented on 
the unimodality of the Dirichlet-multinomial distribution. The 
PM elecitation method has been implemented in an interactive 
' 
computer program using both graphical and numerical feedback. 
Prior distributions elicited by this method from both trained 
statisticians and non-statisticians are displayed and 
interpreted. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Interactive computing promises to help overcome a practical 
difficulty in implementing the Bayesian paradigm (Savage (1954>>. 
In practice, the Bayesian guide to inference has met effective 
criticism at its base: the specification of a prior distribution 
has appeared unworkably difficult. Such a prior distribution is 
personal to the substantive expert, the analyst, who has primary 
concern for the results of the statistical analysis. From a 
• 
subjective Bayesian perspective, the role of the statistician is 
to support the statistical analysis by providing a body of 
-generally applicable technique, and in particular, by providing 
elicitation procedures (see, e.g., Winkler (1967)) for the 
personal prior distribution of the analyst. A substantial body 
of recent research (see, e.g., <Tversky and Kahneman, 1981)) has 
documented the difficulty people have in thinking 
probabilistically. We prefer the optimistic view that thinking 
probabilistically is a skill that improves with training, and 
quote Lindley (1983), 11 lt is as unreasonable to expect people to 
make a good job of probability assessment without training as it 
is to expect good arithmetical abilities without learning to 
multiply." 
Interactive computing has made possible the lowering of the 
prior-elicitation stumbling block that trips the practical 
implementation of subjective Bayesian techniques. Kadane et al 
(1980) use interactive computing in the elicitation of natural 
conjugate prior distributions for a normal linear model. Dickey, 
Dawid, and Kadane (1982) report extensions of that work. 
Essential to their procedure is the instant feedback, which is 
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permitted by interactive computing, concerning implications and 
inherent inconsistencies of assessments by the analyst. Sokhale 
and Press (1982) give prior assessment techniques for the 
correlation coefficient in a bivariate normal distribution using 
graphical aids but not interactive computing. 
Both interactive computing and graphical displays are used in 
the elicitation procedure called PM elicitation, which is 
described in Chaloner and Duncan (1983). PM elicitation seeks an 
analyst's prior distribution by obtaining information on the 
analyst's predictive (hence, Pin PM> distribution through a 
questioning and feedback algorithm, beginning with questions 
about modes (hence, Min PM> of the prediction distribution. 
Chaloner and Duncan (1983) develop interactive PM elicitation 
methodololgy for a .natural conjugate beta·prior distribution for 
a binomial parameter w. In this article, we extend this PM 
methodology to the elicitation of a natural conjugate Dirichlet 
prior distribution for a multinomial parameter I· We also 
present empirical results that bear both on the applicability of 
the method and the capability of individuals to reason 
probabilistically. Specifically, in Section 5 we present results 
of an experiment to elicit a prior distribution far the 
probability of a tossed thumbtack landing point upwards. 
We base our PM method on the persuasive arguments of Beisser 
(1980) and Kadane (1980) that the natural elements far 
statistical inference are characteristics of the predictive 
distribution of an analyst (also see Winkler, Smith and Kulkarni 
(1978)). That is, our concern is with the distribution of an 
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observation~, unconditional on any unobservable parameters J· 
This distribution differs from the sampling-distribution of~, 
which is the distribution of X conditional on the value of the 
N 
parameter J· Indeed, the predictive distribution function of!, 
evaluated at any particular value~, has a representation as a 
probability-weighted average over! of the sampling distribution 
function, each evaluated at~- The probability weights are given 
by the prior distribution. 
Under fairly general conditions, the speci~ied predictive 
distribution can be used to calculate a prior distribution for 
the parameters!· So, specification of certain characteristics 
of the predictive distribution can determine the prior 
distribution. This fact allows assessment of an analyst·s prior 
distribution to be carried out through elicitation from the 
analyst of a predictive distribution. Predictive distribution 
elicitation is presumably cognitively easier for the analyst than 
direct prior elicitation since only potentially observable 
quantities are involved. 
The first application of these ideas was perhaps by Bayes in 
1764. As interpreted by Stigler (1982>, Bayes considered 
situations in which for any n Bernoulli trials, (independent 
conditionally on the parameter w>, the analyst·s predictive 
distribution (i.e., unconditionally on w> was uniform. In this 
-1 
case, P<X=x>'='(n+1) for x=o,1, ••• ,n. Bayes took this uniform 
pre~ictive distribution for the observable X as indicative of 
lack of knowledge about the unobservable w. 
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Bayes#s position sets the stage far PM elicitation. The role 
of n, the number of trials, is presumably arbitrary. Na-value of 
n is of special merit, so extending the situation described by 
Bayes ta the multivariate case, the uniform distribution of X 
would hold consistently over n. Further, knowledge about the 
data generating process is presumably reflected in a non-uniform 
distribution for X, one in which some outcomes have higher 
probability than others. 
Central ta PM elicitation is, for each value of n considered: 
(1) the identification of an observable event of highest 
probability and (2) the identification of a region of most likely 
events. The final stage of PM elicitation is the reconciliation 
of inconsistencies aver different values of n ta give coherency 
aver n with respe~t to a well-determined prior distribution. 
Chaloner and Duncan (1983) describe in detail a PM 
elicitation procedure for the special case of a beta-binomial 
predictive distribution. The implementation of the procedure 
relies on graphical displays of the elicited beta-binomial 
distribution. Displays of the central part of the distribution 
having closest to 507. probability are given; a binomial 
distribution with the same mode is displayed for comparative 
purposes. 
A version of this PM elicitation scheme has been used by 
international relations analysts as one component of an 
international probability forecasting system in Duncan and Job 
(1981) and by fire safety analysts in Au, Duncan and Oppenheim 
(1981). 
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An analyst assessing his or her knowledge about a data 
generating process naturally tends to anchor <see Tversky and 
Kahneman; (1981)) on the uniform distribution and then begin to 
establish departures from uniformity. Arguably, a reasonable 
first step fer an elicitation scheme is to establish which 
outcomes of X are most likely, that is to specify modes of the 
N 
predictive distribution of! as points of departure from 
uniformity. The method of PM elicitation which focuses first an 
a mode of X and then on the modal region containing adjacent 
N 
values of X would seem to be in close accord with what is known 
N 
empirically about how individuals assess uncertainty. 
Other methods for elicitation which have fmmediate appeal to 
a statistician begin with elicitation of means or medians of the 
predictive distribution. For the analyst to assess the mean or 
median of the distribution of X requires additional cognitive 
N 
processing. A basic difficulty with the mean, as demons~rated in 
Chaloner and Duncan· (1983>, is that it is hard to assess for a 
skew distribution. To further illustrate this, note that The 
Wall Street Journal of March 24, 1983 reported that the average 
income of the affluent household (defined as at least $40,000 
income> was $72,900. Suppose the definition of "affluent" were 
raised ta $50,000. Now what would the average income of the 
affluent household be? This quantity seems to be difficult to 
subjectively assess, even with the previous information. The 
problem is the sensitivity of the mean to extreme observations. 
(The Wall Street Journal report gives the mean as $96,660.) 
, 
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In the univariate case, the median of Xis not as bad as the 
mean of X as a base for subjective elicitation. It is certainly 
common practice to ask an analyst holding a certain predictive 
distribution far X to assess a value X d" for which even odds 
me 1an 
bets that X will be a~ove or below X d. are equally 
me 1an 
attractive. In the multivariate case, the median of Xis not well 
N 
defined. 
As a mode seems ta be a particularly natural aspect to 
specify, in either the univariate or multivariate case, we base 
our elicitation algorithm on the mode and the region around the 
mode. The rest of this article will focus on PM elicitation. 
In Section 2 we discuss the issue of to what extent 
specifying a predictive distribution determines a prior 
distribution for a sampling scheme which is multinomial. In 
Section 3 we review and discuss the implementation of a beta-
binomial elicitation scheme; in Section 4 we extend to a 
Dirichlet-multinomial elicitation scheme and present a result on 
the unimodal nature of the Dirichlet-multinomial distribution. 
Finally in Sections 5 and 6 we present our empirical results and 
our conclusions. 
a 
2. IDENTIFIABILITY OF THE PRIOR DISTRIBUTION 
In general, a predictive distribution can be used to assess a· 
prior distribution provided the prior distribution is 
identifiable from the predictive distribution. If we specify a 
predictive distribution, p<~>, and a likelihood for our sampling 
distribution, p<!IJ>, there may be more than one prior 
distribution, p<J>, which, when combined with the likelihood, 
gives the specified predictive distribution. This issue of 
identifiability of mixtures is discussed, for example, in Teicher 
(1961). For predictive distributions which are mixtures of 
multinomial distributions we have the three intuitively 
reasonable results of Proposition 1. 
Proposition 1 
Let! have, conditional on the probability vector J, a k-
variate multinomial distribution with count n. Further, let p<!> 
denote the unconditional predictive density function of!, that 
is 
(i) For a fixed value of n, specifying p<X> 
N 
is equivalent to specifying moments and cross 
product terms of p<J> of the form 
J k X. ][ 11 . 1 p ( 11) d11 , i=1 1 N N 
where the x. are non-negative integers and 
1 
ZX. = n. 
1 
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(ii> Specifying p<~> for arbitrarily 
large n completely specifies the prior 
distribution p<?>-
If the predictive distribution of! is 
Dirichlet-multinomial DiMuCn,a> for all values 
N 
(iii) 
of n, then the prior distribution is Dirichlet, Di<~>-
Proof: Part (i) follows from considering the form of the 
predictive probability mass function P<X=x>. Part (ii) follows 
N N 
from the result in Kendail and Stuart (1958, vol.l,p.110) that a 
distribution on a finite range is completely specified by its 
moments. Finally, part (iii) is a direct consequence of part 
<ii>. a 
Proposition 1 suggests that for a·multinomial sampling 
distribution the elicitation of a prior distribution via a 
predictive distribution is not so easy a task as for, say, the 
normal sampling distribution where the predictive distribution of 
a single observation specifies completely the prior distribution. 
We chose to restrict our elicitation procedure to situations 
where p<t>, the prior distribution, can be reasonably 
approximated by a Dirichlet distribution, Di<~>- The Dirichlet 
distribution is the natural conjugate prior distribution for w 
N 
and the predictive distribution is Dirichlet-multinomial. 
For a particular value of n, PM elicitation fits a Dirichlet-
multinomial distribution to the analyst's beliefs. This fitted 
distribution is then used to obtain a Dirichlet prior 
distribution. The prior distribution obtained should be close to 
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the analyst's beliefs. Assuming the analyst is reasonably 
coherent, a check of whether his or her beliefs are indeed close 
to a Dirichlet distribution is given by eliciting predictive 
distributions for several values of n separately and comparing 
the Dirichlet distributions. 
' 3. ASSESSMENT OF A BETA-BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION 
We review here a PM-elicitation procedure given in Chaloner 
and Duncan (1983) for a beta-binomial predictive distribution. 
This, of course, is a special case of a k-variate Dirichlet-
multinomial distribution with k=2. The beta-binomial 
distribution lends itself well to familiar forms of graphical 
display. 
PM elicitation has been implemented for the beta-binomial 
case in an interactive Fortran program, with input and output 
through a DEC Gigi color graphics terminal. The first step is 
the specification by the analyst of a value of n, the number of 
trials to be considered. For many applications, n = 20, appears 
to be suitable at this first step. The only restriction is that 
n be large enough for the mode to be between 1 and n-1. Next, 
the analyst is asked for the value of m, the most likely number 
of successes in then trials. This gives the mode of the 
analyst's predictive distribution. As feedback to the analyst, 
the terminal then displays a bar chart of binomial distribution 
probabilities having the same modem and number n of trials. 
Specifically, probabilities for a binomial distribution with n 
trials and probability min of success on each trial are given. 
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This feedback gives an indication of what the analyst·s 
predictive distribution would be if the analyst knew, without 
uncertainty, the probability w of success. The analyst is then 
asked for the relative height of the probability mass at the mode 
to that at the two points adjacent to the mode <n has been chosen 
so that the mode is in the range l, ••• ,n-1>. The mode and the 
relative heights specify a particular beta-binomial distribution 
as the starting point for the elicitation algorithm. The highest 
predictive probability interval of content at least 507. is 
displayed on the screen for this distribution. The analyst then 
adjusts this region, iteratively, until the analyst is satisfied 
that it reflects his or her beliefs. Finally, the corresponding 
beta-binomial distribution is displayed and the assessed values 
of the parameters of the beta prior distribution given. 
After specifying a beta-binomial distribution for one value 
of n the analyst is encouraged to repeat the PM elicitation 
scheme using a different value of the number n of trials. If the 
analyst is coherent, in the full sense with no elicitation 
errors, the elicited values of <a,~> for the different values of 
n will all be the same. In practice, these values will differ 
and the analyst will have several "estimates", 
1 1 2 2 s s (U ,~ >,<u ,~ >, ••• (U ,~>,say, one for each of the s values of 
n used. There are several approaches to reconciling these values 
(see, eg. Dickey (1980)). One approach to ask the analyst to 
reconcile them in any way the analyst may choose. ·A second 
approach is to mechanically choose some center, say the mean or· 
median, for the ui and for the ~i, i=1, ••• ,s. Either of these 
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two approaches seems perfectly adequate when the values of 
i i Cu,~> are not too disparate over i. A third approach is to use 
the elicited values as data and estimate in a Bayesian fashion 
the analyst's postulated underlying values of u and~- This 
formal Bayes approach requires the assumption that the 
elicitation method prompted responses with errors associated with 
them, the specification of a prior distribution for u and~ and, 
perhaps less easily, the joint sampling distribution of the 
elicited values. One difficulty with this third approach is that 
the elicited values are presumably not independent, even 
conditionally on u and~- Another is that specification of a 
prior distribution on u and~ presumably introduces additional 
specification errors. 
A fourth approach, which we find most appealing and 
pragmatic, presents the analyst with a graphical display of the 
elicited beta distributions for each of the s values of n. If 
the beta distributions are not very different it is easy to 
reconcile them and if they are very different reconciliation is 
more difficult and more interaction between the analyst and the 
statistician is required. 
The overspecification of estimates of u and~ is an essential 
ingredient of a good elicitation scheme. Overspecification 
allows the statistician and the analyst to examine aspects of the 
analyst's elicited responses which have led to incoherency. 
Further, overspecification permits checking the adequacy of the 
underlying beta-binomial model. In attempting to reconcile the 
estimates of u and~ it should become apparent whether the 
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inconsistencies are caused by the analyst holding beliefs which 
can not be adequately represented by a beta-binomial model. 
There is some literature on how to elicit a beta prior 
distribution; see for example, Bunn (1978) and (1979>. Some 
proposed methods have concentrated on asking directly for ~he 
mean and variance of the beta prior distribution, others have 
asked for the mean or variance of the posterior distribution 
after imaginary future results. We feel PM elicitation is an 
improvement for several reasons. 
First, the PM elicitation provides instant and graphical 
computer-generated feedback to the analyst. Second, PM 
elicitation deals with the predictive distribution, the 
distribution· of observations, which is more cognitively 
meaningful, being experientially based, than is the underlying 
prior distribution. Third, in the particular context of the 
beta-binomial distribution, PM elicitation is appealing in that 
it deals with modes rather than with means or medians. Mades 
appear to be easier to specify. 
With respect to the PM elicitation procedure proposed in 
Chaloner and Duncan (1983>, the specification of the relative 
probabilities around the mode has been shown (Gavaskar (1984>> to 
be non-robust in the sense that small perturbations in the 
specification give large changes in the parameters. We note, 
however, that specification of relative probabilities is only 
used as a starting point in the elicitation process. After 
iteratively choosing a 507. modal region, the final values of 
these relative probabilities may be very different. 
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Fork-variate Dirichlet-multinomial elicitation, Chaloner and 
Duncan (1981> gave a scheme which required specification of 
relative probabilities around the mode. Given the sensitivity of 
assessments to such specifications and the number of 
specifications required, we describe in Section 4 a procedure for 
Dirichlet-multinomial elicitation which requires no relative 
probability specification. 
4. DIRICHLET-MULTINOMIAL ELICITATION 
For a multinomial likelihood the natural conjugate prior 
distribution is the Dirichlet distribution, Di<f>- The 
predictive distribution for a total count of n is then a 
Dirichlet mixture of multinomials, a Dirichlet-multinomial 
distribution, DiMu<n,~>- The probability mass function for a k-
variate Dirichlet-multinomial random variable~ with parameter 
vector f and count n is given by 
k 
r<n+l>r<u+> n r<u +x ) k i=1 i i P<X=x> = for ~ x.= n, N N k k 1 
r<n+U+)( ll r<x.+1))( R r<u.>> i=l 
i=1 1 i=l 1 
where u+ is the sum of the coordinates cf~-
PM elicitation can be used to assess a Dirichlet prior 
distribution for a k-dimensional multinomial probability vector. 
It assesses the Dirichlet parameter vector~ based on 
specifications of modes~= <m1 , ••• ,mk> and modal regions of· 
highest probability content. The unimodal nature of the 
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Dirichlet-multinomial distribution is described in Theorem 1. 
This unimodality is the key to our approach. 
Theorem 1. 
Let X have a k-dimensional Dirichlet-multinomial distribution 
N 
with parameter vector f and count n. Let X denote the sample 
X = 
• k 
{x I E x. = 
N i=1 1 
n, x. ~ o, x. an integer}. 
1 1 
Further, lets .. <x> denote the ratio of the probability of XN at lJ N 
the point <x 1 , ••• ,xi+1, ••• ,xj-1, ••• ,xk> to that at the point~-
For ~>! the following statements hold: 
Proof 
i) Modes exist in the interior. For n sufficiently large, 
any mode I has each component greater than or equal to one. 
ii) Local modes are global modes. 
x in the interior of X such that 
N 
then xis a mode. 
N 
If there exists a point 
s .. (x > lJ N :$ 1 for all i¢j, 
iii) Modes are coordinate-adjacent. If~ is a mode, then 
any mode~ is coordinate-adjacent to~' i.e., 1xi-yi1 $ 1 
for all i. 
<i> As a.>1 for i=l, ••• ,k, we may choose a,b>O such that 
1 
1 +a< a. < 1+b for all i. Now we may choose n large enough so 
1 a 
that 
1 + a 
-1 1 + bkn0 
> 1. 
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Suppose in contradiction that for a DiMucn0 ,~> distribution there 
is a modem with m. = O. Then there must exist j such 
N 1 
-1 that mj > n 0 k • But, 
s ... <m> = 
lj N 
ex. m. 
_l___,;;;:J___ = 
m.+CX.-1 
J J 
ex. 
1 > 
-1 l+(ex.-Um. 
J J 
1 + a 
-1 > 1 • 
1+bkn0 
We have the required contradiction since~ is a mode • 
. (ii) We prove parts (ii) and (iii) together by showing that any 
point): which is not coordinate adjacent to a global mode~ has, 
for at 1 east one pair i and j , i ~ j , s. . < v > · > 1 • 1 J ,., 
Let~ be a global mode in the interior of X. Then, if): is 
not coordinate-adjace~t to~, we have an i and a j such that 
with at least one of the above inequalities being strict. 
But then, 
= 
Y. <y .. + ex.> 
1 J J 
<y . +1 > <y. +ex. -1 > J 1 1 
ex. -1 
-1 cx.-1 (1 1 (1 J = + ) + y.+1> Yi J 
ex.-1 
-1 cx.-1 -1 
> (1 1 (1 _J_ ) 2: 1 + ) + = (s .. <m>) m.+1 m. lJ - . 1 J 
Thus we have shown s .. (v) > 1 and have proved parts (ii) and Jl ,., 
(iii). D 
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Basic to the PM algorithm is the specification of a mode of 
the distribution. Our approach in Chaloner and Duncan (1981) was 
to fix n, then ask for a modem and values for s .. <m> for all 
N lJ N 
i¢j. This 11 overfits 11 the Dirichlet-multinomial distribution and 
provides several 11 estimates11 of!!· These "estimates" were 
reconciled, i~ our original approach, using a constrained least 
absolute deviations approach. This was suggested to us from the 
discussion in Lindley, Tversky and Brown (1979) where the problem 
of reconciling inconsistencies in subjective probabilities is 
examined. We now present alternative approaches which are 
appealing because they avoid two difficulties of the earlier 
approach. Namely, (1) the specification in the multinomial 
setting of k(k-1) values for s .. (m) 1J N is a tedious task, and <2>, 
as we noted earlier, the elicited values u are quite sensitive to 
N 
the quantities s .. <m>, which are difficult to specify. 1J N 
One method of eliciting a Dirichlet-multinomial distribution 
would be to elicit several beta distributions using the methods 
described in Section 2. This comes from the fact that if 
~ = <X 1 ,x2 , ••• ,Xk> is a k-variate Dirichlet-multinomial 
distribution with parameter vector i then conditional 
on x1 + x2 = m say, x1 has a beta-binomial distribution with 
param~ters u1 and u2 • Depending on the context this may be a 
useful approach. For example, if the Dirichlet-multinomial 
distribution to be elicited could be thought of as a 2x2 
contingency table this seems a sensible way to proceed. 
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An alternative approach is now described which parallels the 
approach for k=2, the beta-binomial distribution. First, the 
analyst specifies a value of n, the total number of trials. The 
only constraint is that n is large enough for a mode~ to occur 
in the interior of X. Second, the analyst specifies a modem= 
N 
<m1 , ••• ,mk>, the only constraint being that Em. = n. 1 A 
multinomial distribution with n trials and probability vec~or set 
-1 
equal ton , is then used as a benchmark. This multinomial has 
mode~ and is close to what the analyst ~ould believe if he knew 
exactly the unknown probability vector!· We then proceed to 
iterate toward a value off that more closely represents the 
analyst's uncertainty. The central part of the predictive 
distribution is used to find a regiqn around the mode of highest 
probability. We choose the region containing~ and the r other 
points of highest probability. In the computer implementation, 
the value of r is set initially to 12 as this seems to be a 
region analysts are able to cognitively process easily for a 
value of k around 3 or 4. The analyst is able to specify any 
other value of r. For larger values of k a larger region may be 
easier for the analyst to think about. This highest probability 
I 
region will usually include all coordinate adjacent points (if it 
does not we expand the region to include them). The analyst is 
presented with the probability content of this region under the 
multinomial distribution and the probability content under the 
assumption that ! =},which corresponds to a prior distribution 
on J which is uniform on the simplex. The analyst then specifies 
his or her own probability content for this region. This 
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probability content is constrained to lie between the two bounds 
given by certain knowledge (the multinomial) and the uniform 
distribution. 
We omit from consideration prior distributions on J which are 
Dirichlet distributions with any a. < 1. These prior 
1 
~istributions give predictive beliefs which are essentially 
different from the unimodal distributions considered here. An 
elicitation procedure other than a PM elicitation procedure would 
be needed for such beliefs. 
From the specification of the probability content the program 
interpolates to find an f, say 11 , which gives the required 
probability content and the same mode~- The value of 91 takes 
the form ft= c~ +!,where 1 is a-k-vector of ones and c is a 
positive number. Note that 91 is not the only value off which 
gives a mode~ and specified probability content. A proof of the 
fact that such a value of I does indeed satisfy these 
requirements is given in Proposition 2. 
Proposition 2 
Let! have a Dirichlet-multinomial distribution, DiMu<n,f>-
-1 Further, let c = n <a+-k> and let 1 d~note a k-vector of ones. 
Then the vector a can be written as a= ex+ N1, for some unique 
N N N 
~- If~= <x 1 , ••• ,xk> is such that xi~ 1 and xi is a positive 
integer for all i=1, ••• ,k, then~ is the unique mode of the 
distribution of X. 
N 
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Proof 
If ~ satisfies the conditions in the proposition then ~ E X, 
defined in Theorem 1. Consider the k(k-1> quantities sij<~>, 
again defined in Theorem 1. We have 
= 
< ex . +x . > < x . > 
l l J 
<a .+x .-1> <x. +1> J J . l 
cx.+x.+1 
l 1 
<c+l > <x. +1> 
l 
-1 cxi 
= (c+1> <----:;-1 + 1) X. 
1 
for al 1 i ;!j. 
We see thats .. (x) < 1 for all i;!j, so by the result of Theorem lJ N 
1, ~ is the unique mode of!· a 
Using an 11 of ·the form 11 = c~ + 1 effectively specifies the 
mode of the Dirichlet prior distribution to have been elicited. 
In this way, we choose a convenient starting point for the PM 
elicitation algorithm. This starting point, DiMu<n,~1> is a 
Dirichlet-multinomial distribution with the required mode, and 
the required probability content for the r points around the 
modem. 
N 
The final part of the elicitation process involves the 
analyst in considering points which are coordinate-adjacent tom 
N 
and to considering whether the values of s .. (m) reflect his or lJ,, 
her beliefs or whether they should be changed. Specifically, for 
all points which are coordinate adjacent tom the ratio of the 
N 
probability at that point to that at, is given. The analyst is 
then given the opportunity of respecifying ~he values of these 
s .. (m) 's, one at a time. For example, if it is believed that the lJ,, 
21 
mode is not unique, the analyst may wish to changes .. to one far 
1J 
a particular i and j. Each respecificatian must be consistent 
with a Dirichlet-multinomial distribution and the results of 
Theorem 1 are used here to guide the analyst. After each 
respecification the highest probability region is calculated and 
the probability content given. The analyst has a choice of 
either (a) respecifying the probability content, in which case a 
N 
is rescaled proportionately ta gi've the required content, or (b) 
respecifying a value of s .. <m>, in which case a. and a. only are 
1J N 1 J 
changed, or (c) stopping and declaring the predictive 
distribution elicited. In any case the process is repeated until 
the analyst opts ta stop (or start again from the beginning and 
choose a differen~ ~>-
If the analyst is satisfied with the predictive distribution 
1 displayed he or she has a value of 9, say 9. Additional values 
1 s 
of n can then be chosen and several values! , ••• ,J are then 
obtained. These are then reconciled ta give a final value. 
Again, an appealing and pragmatic approach is ta have the analyst 
discuss with a statistician aspects of the predictive 
distribution for various values of n and i· For example, the 
analyst might choose one particular value of 9, say 9i, elicited 
from the predictive distribution of n(i) trials. The 
(0) 
statistician could provide a predictive distribution for n 
trials, say a mode and highest predictive region as a summary. 
After examining such distributions, the analyst may be able to 
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reconcile inconsistencies and be satisfied with a single value of 
~ in representing his or her beliefs. This process too could be 
programmed to some extent with graphical displays and plots. 
This part of the PM elicitation process is the most difficult to 
make rigorous. It seems, however, that the elicitation for more 
than one value of n is valuable part of the methodology as it 
provides a check on coherency. The empirical results of Section 
5 indicate that subjects familiar with the concepts of 
probablility are reasonably coherent over several values of n in 
the sense that the prior distributions elicited are reasonably 
similar. The reconciliation of values of u which are similar is 
, N 
not difficult. 
5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
In this section we describe the implementation and results of 
an experiment investigating the effectiveness of the PM 
elicitation algorithm for a beta-binomial predictive 
distribution. Subjects were asked to think about their 
predictive distribution for the number of 11 ups 11 on n independent 
tosses of a particular thumbtack on a hard, flat surface. The 
outcome "up" was defined to be the event that the thumbtack land 
with its point up. This context was chosen as it was thought 
that subjects would have informative prior beliefs which might be 
reasonably approximated by a beta distribution. Subjects were 
not allowed to toss the thumbtack as preliminary investigation 
indicated that just a few tosses overly influenced their 
assessments. Subjects were asked to think about three predictive 
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distributions, for n=5, n=20 and n=60, with the order of 
presentation randomized. Thus from each subject three predictive 
distributions and hence three prior distributions were elicited. 
If subjects were indeed coherent and had prior beliefs 
corresponding ta a beta distribution then these three 
distributions would be identical. In practice they are 
different. ' In some cases they are very different. 
The subjects involved in this experiment at Carnegie-Mellon 
University were either graduate students from the School of 
Urban and Public Affairs (SUPA> or else statisticians from the 
Department of Statistics. The statisticians were either graduate 
students or faculty. In total 8 statisticians and 11 SUPA 
students participated in this experiment. 
The results are summarized in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 is a 
display of prior distributions for the 11 SUPA students. Each 
plot corresponds to one person with each line on the plot being a 
beta distribution elicited from that person. The prior 
distribution taken from the predictive distribution for n=5 is 
the solid line, that for n=20 is the line with the longer dashes, 
and that for n=60 is the line with the shorter dashes. For some 
subjects, the elicited predictive distribution was very close to 
a binomial distribution, so that the corresponding prior 
distribution is almost a point mass. Beta distributions with 
a+~> 1200 have been drawn as vertical lines to indicate those 
prior distributions which are close to a point mass. 
Distributions with a+~> 1200 correspond to prior information 
worth at least 1200 independent tosses of the thumbtack! The 
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plots in Figure 2 are the corresponding plots for the eight 
statisticians involved in the eMperiment. The most striking 
feature of these plots is that the statisticians, on the whole, 
seem reasonably close to coherent. This is not true, apart from 
a few exceptions, for the SUPA students. We conclude that it is 
indeed unreasonable to expect people not thoroughly familiar with 
the probability calculus to be coherent and that training in 
probability helps in maintaining coherancy. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
We have three main conclusions: 
(i) Modes are easy to think about--but asking a person 
for a predictive mean of a skew distribution borders on 
a request for numerical integration! In our earlier 
investigative work when we asked for a mean we were 
often given a mode. 
(ii) Graphical feedback is valuable when eliciting 
probability distributions. If a person specifies a 
distribution it is helpful to be able to see it. 
(iii) Thinking probabilistically is easier with 
training. People unfamiliar with probability 
distributions, not surprisingly, find them hard to think 
about. 
We have made no attempt in this paper to discuss cases where 
a Dirichlet prior is not applicable. It may well be that the 
natural conjugate Dirichlet prior is too restrictive. To this 
point, the k-variate Dirichlet prior is specified by just the k 
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parameters of~- This requires, in particular, that the prior 
N 
covariance structure can only be minimally specified by what 
amounts to a single spread parameter, u = Eu .• Obvious 
+ 1 
competitors are the logistic-normal distribution discussed in 
Aitchison and Shen (1980) or mixtures of Dirichlets as in Dalal 
and Hall (1983). 
We'believe, however, that interactive methods such as PM 
elicitation are a step toward the implementation of Bayesian 
statistics in a practical setting. Indeed, it may be most useful 
as part of a training program in thinking probabilistically. 
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Figure 1. Calculated Beta Prior Densities based on Elicited Beta-binomial 
Predictive Distributions for n=S (solid line), n=20 (longer dashes), 
and n=60 (shorter dashes). SUPA Students. 
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Figure 1. - (continued) Calculated Beta Prior Densities based on Elicited 
Beta-binomial Predictive Distributions for n=S (solid line), 
n=20 (longer dashes), and n=60 (shorter dashes). SUPA S~udents. 
, 
Figure 2. 
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Calculated Beta Prior Densities based on Elicited Beta-binomial 
Predictive Distributions for n=S (solid line), n=20 (longer dashes), 
and n=60 (shorter dashes). Statisticians. 
